
  

AN ORCHESTRA, 

The world is one great orchestra 

Wherein each human heart 

Must tune his destined instrument 

And practice well his part, 

We cannot all be soloists 

And play the tune aloue, 

For some must beat the kettle-lrums 

Unlauded and unknown. 

But let each player do his best, 

Whatever fate’ 

He'll help to fill a dreary world 

With soulful harmony, 

«Milton Goldsmith, in Philadelphia Ledger, 
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He was an easy-going young fellow, 

who bated trouble, and perhaps, know. 

ing that the inevitable day of reckoning 

wns approaching, this accounted for 

the somewhat tardy awakening of his 

conscience. 
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succeeded in getting away. The quarter 
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benches, beginning at the church, One 

-three—four—five. There were only 

five benches in the row. 
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the big earthquake of last April in 

Sacramento Valley of California demon. 
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NEMINDERS, 

Two boeves cnn never be made fat on | 

a pasture that has only grass enough for 
one, 

To keep the pouliry free from vermin, 

their quarters must be kept absolutely 

clean, 
Do not expect to sell butter at top 

price to private customers unless it is top 

quality. 

The only way to grow heavier crops 
each year is to make the land continually 
richer, 

Few farmers are so situated that they | 
ean afford to keep A cow merely to raise 
her oalf, i 

The best way to keep up with agri. 
cultural progress is to take a live agrie | 
cultural journal, 
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It is well known that excellent walks can 

but they are valuable 

for another purpose. The hogs will be 
benefited greatly if the ashes are fed to 

them. They correct the acidity of the 

pigs stonmmch, and do a vast amount of 
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The Berkshires are one of the oldest 
breeds in existence, and one of their 

| drawing cards is a disposition to take on 
of flesh 

Another point in their favor is 
the immunity which they have from dis- 
ease, This im not saying that they are 
disease proof, but on account of their 
strong constitutions they are more able 
to keep disears at bay, 
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A DARING ADYEXTURER, 
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facturers of Sapolio are now perfecting, 

The assurance, we might almost say the line 
pudencs, of these aggresive min ulacturers 

insecuring a Coumbus of thelr own a 
probably without preceient in advertising, 

which the 

The Government of New Zealand is 
considering the question of laying a new 
cable to Australia at an estimated cost 
of $750,000, 
  

The altitude of El Paso in the trans. 
Pecos territory of Texas is 3830 leet 
above the sea,  


